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A quadruple-quantum filtered HSQC (QQF-HSQC) for the and demonstrated in practice on the 14-kDa human nonpancre-
atic synovial phospholipase A2 (hnps-PLA2) . The constant-timeselection of methyl groups which minimizes the line-broadening

effects of proton homonuclear couplings is presented. The scheme version is particularly useful for obtaining high-resolution spec-
tra as demonstrated on hnps-PLA2. The applicability of the CT-uses gradients for n -quantum coherence selection and solvent

suppression. In contrast to the heteronuclear quadruple-quantum QQF-HSQC module in multidimensional experiments is demon-
strated using a 3D CT NOESY-QQF-HSQC spectrum of the 31-coherence (HQQC) approach, the QQF-HSQC allows for long

constant-time (CT) evolution, making use of the generally favor- kDa homodimeric IIAMan domain of the mannose transporter
of E. coli. q 1998 Academic Pressable relaxation properties of methyl groups. The increase in reso-

lution and concomitant gain in sensitivity is discussed in theory

FIG. 1. Pulse sequence of the constant-time quadruple-quantum filtered HSQC (CT-QQF-HSQC) experiment with the relevant coherence-transfer
pathways. Narrow and wide bars indicate 907 and 1807 pulses, respectively. All pulses were applied with phase x if not otherwise indicated. The phase
cycles used in this experiment were f1 Å x , 0x ; f2 Å 2x , 2(0x) and frec Å x , 2(0x) , x . In the constant-time period the arrow indicates the direction
in which the pulse is shifted as t1 is incremented; the delays were set as follows: D Å 2 ms, CT Å 12.3 ms. Proton decoupling was achieved by a MLEV16
expansion of 1807 pulses. Frequency discrimination in F1 was achieved using the echo–antiecho procedure. Pulsed field gradients of relative amplitudes
G1 Å 20, G2 Å 020, G3 Å 65 for p-selection and G1 Å 20, G2 Å 020, G3 Å 55 for the n-selection were applied for a duration of 1.0 ms, followed by
0.2 ms recovery delays. All gradient pulses were applied at an angle of 54.77 relative to the z coordinate according to the relation Gx Å

√
2rGz .
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distance constraints from the methyl groups of hydrophobic
residues in proteins. Typically a DEPT (7) module is applied
to create heteronuclear quadruple-quantum coherence (HQQC)
(1, 5) , and coherence selection is achieved using either the
phase cycling method (1–5, 8, 9) or the more recent gradient
selection scheme (6, 9–11) . The main disadvantage of the
HQQC experiment is homonuclear coupling between the
methyl protons and other protons. These passive couplings
lead to phase distortions, additional line broadening, and
invariably a sensitivity loss proportional to the proton multi-
plicity of the multiquantum coherence (12) . It is therefore
not possible to acquire high-resolution spectra, which require
long indirect acquisition times t1 , with homogeneous phases
using the HQQC approach. Here we present an HSQC exper-
iment with a quadruple-quantum filter ( the QQF-HSQC)
and gradient selection designed to minimize the detrimental
effects of homonuclear proton couplings, and thus allow for
high-resolution spectra with pure phases.

The method is discussed for its constant time (13, 14) ver-
sion as shown in Fig. 1. After an initial INEPT step, carbon
single-quantum coherence evolves during time t1. Carbon

FIG. 2. CT-QQF-HSQC spectrum of 0.6 mM hnps-PLA2 at 600 MHz magnetization remains transverse throughout the constant time
and 310 K recorded using the sequence in Fig. 1. Delays and gradients

2*CT which is chosen to maximize cos(p∗1JCC∗2CT)∗were set as given in the legend to Fig. 1. Carrier frequencies were set to
exp(02CT/T2) for CT ú 0. Here, T2 stands for the effective14.5 ppm in F1 and to 1.0 ppm in F2 . A total of 512 data points was

acquired with a spectral width of 2400 Hz, corresponding to an acquisition carbon spin–spin relaxation time and 1JCC Å 35 Hz is the
time of 106.5 ms. In the indirect dimension, 88 data points were collected single-bond carbon–carbon coupling. The carbon coherence
for a spectral width of 2700 Hz. The spectrum was sampled with 16 scans

is kept antiphase with respect to one coupled proton by meansper transient and a 1.0 s recycle delay, resulting in an experiment duration
of continuous proton decoupling. A 907x proton pulse thenof 35 min. Linear prediction using 24 coefficients was applied in F1 , gener-

ating 40 additional data points. Data were zero filled to 1024 1 256 points, creates proton–carbon zero- and double-quantum coherence
and a squared cosine-bell window function in both dimensions was applied. 2CyHy . During the following delay of 2*D Å 2*1/41JHC,

carbon spins evolve antiphase to all other attached protons
resulting in the term 2nCxyHyH

n01
z , where n is the proton multi-Methyl group selection is a way to improve resolution in

plicity for the carbon considered. A subsequent 907y protonH,C correlation spectroscopy (1–6) by limiting the spectral
width. It has become a common strategy in deriving valuable pulse creates maximum-quantum coherence 2nCxyHyH

n01
x

FIG. 3. Pulse sequence of the QQF-HSQC with a variable time delay during the evolution of 13C magnetization. All parameters, pulse phases, and
gradient strengths are identical to those given in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the HQQC (A) versus the QQF-HSQC (B) spectrum of hnps-PLA2. Experimental conditions were the same as those for the
constant-time experiment shown in Fig. 2, except that 256 data points were collected in F1 . Data were zero filled to 1024 1 512 points, and a squared
cosine-bell window function in both dimensions was applied. Both spectra are plotted with identical contour levels. Superimposed columns of the Ala18
methyl group at 1.48 ppm demonstrate the intensity gain of the QQF-HSQC versus the HQQC. As explained in the text, the apparent doublet splitting
caused by the 1JCC coupling of 35 Hz is increased as a result of dephasing due to the evolution of the coupling. Note the much larger apparent doublet
splitting of the HQQC caused by the inherently larger linewidth of this experiment.

which is required for the multiplicity selection. The hetero n- carbon pulse. Subsequently, the proton antiphase coherence
refocuses to proton in-phase coherence and is detected after aquantum coherence persists throughout the labeling time 21

required for coherence selection during the dephasing gradient final rephasing gradient G3 .
Coherence selection is achieved via gradients using theG2 . This labeling time can easily be included in the carbon

shift evolution time, t1 , by appropriately moving the preceding phase-sensitive echo–antiecho method. This selection
scheme, which has already been applied to HQQC experi-t1-shifted carbon refocusing pulse. Thus, no resolution is lost

due to the implementation of selection gradients as t1max Å ments (6, 9–11) , is superior to the alternative selection
scheme via phase cycling as it avoids subtraction artifacts2CT 0 4D is independent of 1. After the phase labeling of

hetero n-quantum coherence, another 907y proton pulse reverts and efficiently suppresses undesired coherences (15) . To
select for hetero n-quantum coherences, it is only necessarythe Hn01

x components to 2nCxyHyH
n01
z . During another period

to adjust the gradient G3 according to the general selection2*D Å 2*1/41JHC, n 0 1 JHC couplings refocus to yield
2CyHy , which is then converted to 2CzHy by the final 907x equation
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FIG. 5. Pulse sequence of the 3D CT NOESY-QQF-HSQC experiment. All parameters and details for the constant time QQF-HSQC module are as
given in the legend to Fig. 1. Proton 1807 pulses marked with an asterisk (*) were applied as 90 7x –180 7y –90 7x composite pulses. An additional z-spoil
gradient of strength G1 Å 20 was inserted at the end of the NOE mixing period tm. The phase cycles used in this experiment were f1 Å 4(x) , 4(0x) ;
f2 Å 8(y) , 8(0y) ; f3 Å x , 0x ; f4 Å 2x , 2(0x) ; and frec Å x , 2(0x) , x , 0x , 2(x) , 2(0x) , 2(x) , 0x , x , 2(0x) , x . Quadrature detection in t2 was
achieved by incrementing phase f1 in the States–TPPI manner. The proton 907 pulse at the beginning of the NOE mixing time tm was applied with a
phase of 457 to ensure uniform water saturation for odd and even numbered t2 transients.

An application of the CT-QQF-HSQC experiment is
G3 Å 0G2

ngH { gC

gH

, [1] shown in Fig. 2 for a 0.6 mM sample of the 14-kDa 13C/
15N-labeled human non-pancreatic synovial phospholipase
A2 (hnps-PLA2) dissolved in 95% H2O and 5% D2O. Thewhere the sum stands for the echo and the difference stands
spectrum was recorded at 300K using 16 transients and afor the antiecho path. The selection equation [1] directly
total of 88 complex data points in the indirect dimension,follows from a consideration of the product operators in
resulting in an FID resolution of 30.7 Hz in the F1 dimension.effect during gradients G2 and G3 . These are given, respec-
The total experiment time was 35 minutes. Carrier frequen-tively, as
cies were set to 1.1 ppm (1H) and 17.5 ppm (13C). The
delays were set to CT Å 12.3 ms and D Å 2 ms. The8HyCyH

n01
x sin n(p 1JHC2D)cos(p 1JCC[2CT 0 2D]) [2]

relaxation delay was set to 1.2 s. One-millisecond sine-
Hxsin2n(p 1JHC2D)cos(p 1JCC2CT). [3] shaped gradient pulses and 200-ms recovery delays were

used, resulting in 1 Å 1.2 ms. As can be seen from Fig. 2,
the spectrum retains pure absorptive phases and high intensi-To further optimize the solvent suppression, we imple-
ties even for long constant time delays of 2CT É 1/1JCC.mented a z-spoil gradient G1 and employed ‘‘magic angle’’
In contrast, a comparable high-resolution CT-HQQC wouldgradients throughout G2 and G3 by setting GxÅ

√
2Gz to prevent

not be practical: phase inhomogeneity caused by the evolu-the rephasing of intermolecular multiple-quantum coherences
tion of homonuclear proton couplings would require magni-of water molecules (16–19). This scheme allowed us to in-
tude calculation and would invariably result in greatly re-crease the receiver gain from 4K to 64K (maximum receiver
duced intensities due to the overlap of positive and negativegain supported by the spectrometer).
signal components.While gradients offer superior selectivity, they have

Recently, Shaw et al. (22) presented a constant-timethe disadvantage of allowing only the detection of half of
HQQC experiment using the shared incrementation time ap-the total magnetization due to the restriction to either the
proach (23, 24) . It has a maximum incrementable time t1maxp - or the n -type transfer pathway. This problem can be
Å 4D (where Dmin Å 1/41JHC) . This short evolution timeminimized with a sensitivity enhancement scheme (20 ) .
allows one to obtain largely homogeneous phases even inHowever, this has not been applied here as the expected
the presence of homonuclear proton couplings, yet limits thegain for a CH3 group ( less than 10% in practice ) is only

minimal (21 ) . FID resolution in the indirect dimension. If fast relaxation
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∏
i

∏
j

cosmi (pJHH, jti ) , [4]

where i runs over all segments of duration t with mi trans-
verse proton components and j runs over all relevant homo-
nuclear couplings to the protons considered, JHH, j . As an
approximation, the product ∏j JHH, j may be substituted by
the dominant vicinal 3JHH, j coupling. In the case of only one
vicinal proton, the corresponding transfer efficiency for both
the constant time (Fig. 1) and the nonconstant time version
(Fig. 3) of the QQF-HSQC then amounts to

cos4(2p 3JHHD)cos n(2p 3JHH1) , [5]

with n being the proton multiplicity. For the HQQC experi-
ment, the transfer efficiency is

cos2(4p 3JHHD)cos n(p 3JHH[ t1 / 21]) . [6]

In the constant time version of the HQQC experiment, the
variable delay [ t1 / 21] in Eq. [6] must be replaced by the
constant-time delay 2CT.

FIG. 6. 1H,1H strips taken at the methyl 13C shifts of Ala21, Val62pro-R, Considering exclusively the attenuation due to homonu-
and Ile80 d , from the 3D CT NOESY-QQF-HSQC spectrum of a 1.4 mM clear proton coupling (Eq. [5] and Eq. [6]) , the QQF-HSQC
sample of the IIAMan domain of the mannose transporter of E. coli, a

has an inherently higher sensitivity than the HQQC. How-homodimer of 31 kDa total molecular weight. The NOE mixing period tm

ever, the faster relaxation of carbon single-quantum versuswas 80 ms and the constant time delay 2*CT was set to 24.6 ms. All other
delays, gradient durations, and gradient strengths were set as given in the carbon multiple-quantum coherence (25) and accumulated
legends to Figs. 1 and 5. Carrier frequencies were set to 19.5 ppm in F1 errors in the lengths of the additional pulses in the QQF-
and to 5.5 ppm in F2 and F3 . A total of 1024 data points was acquired with HSQC may cause the HQQC to be slightly more sensitive,
a spectral width of 7300 Hz, corresponding to an acquisition time of 70

although only for very short t1 times. Particular care shouldms. In the F2 dimension, 108 data points were collected with the same
therefore be taken in exactly determining the required pulsespectral width. In F1 , 48 data points were collected with a spectral width

of 3165 Hz. The spectrum was sampled with 32 scans per transient and a widths.
1.2-s recycle delay, resulting in an experiment duration of 66 h. Linear As a verification of the expected gain, we have recorded
prediction using 24 coefficients was applied in F2 , generating 52 additional spectra of hnps-PLA2 using the HQQC (Figs. 4A) and the
data points. Data were zero filled to 1024 1 256 1 64 points and a squared

QQF-HSQC (Figs. 4B) experiments, both in the nonconstantcosine-bell window function was applied to all dimensions. A zero-order
time versions. Experimental conditions were the same asphase correction of 0457 was required in F2 since the proton read pulse

after the t2 evolution time has a phase of 457 (see legend to Fig. 5) . A those for the constant time CT-QQF-HSQC experiment
fifth-order polynomial baseline correction was applied in the F3 dimension shown in Fig. 2. Superimposed columns of corresponding
over the range from 3.5 to 0 ppm. signals show that the signal-to-noise ratio is, on average,

40% better for the QQF-HSQC experiment.
The observed signal splittings due to the 1JCC couplingis the critical aspect, this experiment should perform better

than the CT-QQF-HSQC for which t1max Å 2CT-4D. How- are considerably larger than the theoretical value of 35 Hz,
with an average of 50 Hz for the QQF-HSQC and 70 Hzever, methyl groups usually have comparatively long T2 re-

laxation times due to their fast rotation and may thus permit for the HQQC. These increases can easily be accounted for
by the fact that the 1JCC coupling has already evolved forthe use of longer constant time delays. Also, much intensity

is gained using the CT-QQF-HSQC due to the absence of the substantial period of 4D / 21 É 10 ms at the beginning
of the t1 sampling period. The resulting phase distortionattenuation caused by homonuclear proton couplings.

The gain resulting from the absence of homonuclear proton amounts up to {607 (opposite signs for both lines of the
doublet) and can clearly be seen from the depicted columns.couplings can easily be calculated. Each transverse proton

component in the magnetization term concurrently evolves Assuming a linewidth of 30 Hz, the apparent 1JCC coupling
would increase to the observed 50 Hz in the QQF-HSQC.homonuclear couplings. Only the respective in-phase compo-

nents will eventually be refocused to observable single-quan- As mentioned above, the linewidth in the HQQC is larger
due to the passive proton couplings. Hence, the apparenttum coherence. The transfer efficiency in the presence of such

passive couplings can thus be calculated as 1JCC coupling increases even further.
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